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Thunderobot Wireless Gaming Mouse ML701 (black)
h3>Thunderobot ML701 Wireless Gaming Mouse (Black)
Thunderobot ML701 is a wireless gaming mouse that offers 5 DPI levels, allowing you to tailor its responsiveness to your needs, making
victories even easier! Each DPI level is associated with a color, so just by looking at the mouse, you can tell its settings. Moreover, the
mouse comes with a battery charge indicator that displays its status in real time, ensuring you always know when it's time to charge. To
recharge, use the provided USB-C cable. Once charged, enjoy not only flawless mouse performance but also various color modes.
 
Battery and DPI Excellence
The ML701 has a battery charge indicator located at the convergence of the left and right buttons. This ensures you always know when
to  charge.  The  mouse  gives  you  the  flexibility  to  adjust  the  DPI  according  to  your  preferences.  Available  levels  are  800,  1600,  2400,
3200, 4000, represented by yellow, navy, sky blue, green, and pink respectively, so you can know the settings just by its appearance.
 
Ergonomics
The design of ML701 features an ergonomic build, ensuring your hand rests comfortably. This ensures that even with extended use, you
won't feel discomfort.
 
Function Keys and Other Features
The mouse comes with 5 function keys - two of which can be assigned custom functions. The ML701 is a mouse that automatically goes
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into sleep mode after a minute of inactivity.
 
Package Contents
  Mouse x 1
  Manual x 1
  Certificate x 2
  Cable x 1
  Receiver x 1
  
Specifications
  
    
      BrandThunderobot
      ModelML701
      ColorBlack
      DPI800, 1600, 2400, 3200, 4000
      Battery1000mA
      Operational Time90h (eco mode), 30h (lightning mode)
      Weight90g
      Dimensions120 x 68 x 40mm
      Response Frequency500Hz
    
  

Preço:

Antes: € 30.996

Agora: € 26.00

Jogos, Mouses
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